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1. Paris French Tech Ticket 

programme outline 

Why go international with French Tech, the French start-up 

ecosystem? 

Startups are key to France’s economic strategy and they reach well beyond our borders. 

As job creators and value generators, they have what it takes to go international by 

attracting talent and investors to France from the world over. 

France stands today on a cusp with strong momentum driven by a record level of 

business start-ups in recent years, a number of fundraising operations totalling €100 

million each and stock exchange listings such as Criteo and DBV Technologies on 

Nasdaq and Showroomprivé on the Paris Stock Exchange. 

In November 2013, the French government launched the French Tech initiative to take 

this drive to the next level by uniting, structuring and promoting the ecosystem of French 

startups, finding accelerators to boost their growth and expanding the French Tech 

community worldwide. The French Tech Ticket programme dovetails with other 

measures, especially the French Tech Hubs, already working to network French 

ecosystems worldwide. This positions France as one of the most attractive startup 

nations in the world. 

Paris has been steering a bold startup policy for a number of years now, making it one of 

the world’s leading innovation centres. The city’s thriving innovation scene and the 

density of incubators, startups and major groups involved in Open Innovation 

programmes have switched the world on to the Parisian market’s opportunities. 

An innovative ecosystem needs a wide range of stakeholders to fuel its vitality. So in 

May 2015, the Paris City Council and the French Government launched the Paris French 

Tech Ticket, joining forces to make Paris a world startup capital hosting international 

entrepreneurs with the get-up-and-go to create and develop their startups here.  
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Presentation of the Paris French Tech Ticket 

The French Tech Ticket is designed much like programmes in other countries, such as 

Chile and the United Kingdom, to work in an environment of high talent mobility and 

strong competition between international capitals to attract international entrepreneurs 

with bold projects to set up or scale up their startups in France. 

The programme is for foreign entrepreneurs, who may already be in France studying, for 

example. Teams may have from one to three founder members, with a maximum of one 

French national per team. 

Welcome pack details:  

 Fast-track procedure to obtain a residence permit, 

 Prize money of €25,000 for one year awarded to each project team member, 

 Free office space in a partner incubator,  

 Dedicated mentoring, 

 A Help Desk to assist winners with administrative procedures, 

 A Paris Landing Pack to help foreign entrepreneurs relocating to Paris. 

Partner incubators in Paris 
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Results of the first edition of the competition 
 

At the close of applications on 15 September 2015, 722 startup projects had been 

submitted for a total of 1,372 applicants and 5,677 expressions of interest. 
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The Paris French Tech Ticket Ambassadors: 

The Paris French Tech Ticket Programme is sponsored by renowned 

international entrepreneurs already established in France. 

 

Réda Berrehili 

Doculeaks, Co-Founder & CTO 

 

 

Roxanne Varza  

La Halle Freyssinet, Director. 

1001startups.fr  

 

 

Miguel Valdés Faura 

Bonatisoft, Co-Founder & CEO 

 

 

Patrick Perlmutter 

Infinit, Head of User Experience 

Numa, Entrepreneur in Residence  

 

 

 

Meryl Job  

Videdressing, Founder 
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Liam Boogar 

Rude Baguette, Founder 

 

 

Kayla Roark  

France Digitale, Director of Development 

 

 

Giorgio Ricco 

La Belle Assiette, Co-Founder 

 

 

Guy Bulaty 

 

Carnomise.com, Founder & CEO 

 

 

 

Johannes Bittel  

WikiStage, Founder 

 

 

Arbia Smiti  

Carnet de Mode, Founder & CEO 
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Kat Borlongan  

Five by Five, Co-Founder & CEO  

 

 

Francesco Cingolani 

Volumes Coworking, Co-Founder  

 

 

Diaa Elyaacoubi 

Odyssée 2014, Founder & CEO 

 

Eduardo Ronzano  

KelDoc, CEO  

 

Fred Dom,  

Hifibio, Founder 

 

 

 

  

  

Robin Chase 

Zipcar, Co-Founder and 

former CEO 

 

Rania Belkahia 

Afrimarket, CEO 
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3. French Tech, a fast-growing ecosystem 

The startup ecosystem has boomed in France in the last three years. 

A growing number of startups with leading positions on the international 

market: 

 

 

 Five scale-ups have been valued at some €1 billion in the last 

three years 

BlablaCar, Cellectis, Criteo, DBV and OVH  
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 Startups generate growth for the French economy 

+37% turnover in 2014 vs 2013 

+43% turnover on the international market in 2014 

+30% employees in 2014 vs 2013 

92% of employees are on open-ended contracts 

(Source: France Digitale barometer/EY 2015; 171 startups monitored) 

 

 Spectacular growth in venture capital 

 

Source: EY France Venture Capital Barometer, February 2016 

 French venture capital catches up its lag in large investment 

tickets 

Fundraising operations > €15 million:  

+120% growth in the total sum raised 

+100% growth in the number of operations 

(Source: Bpifrance) 
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 Startups have an increasingly international outlook 

Many French startups showcase at Eureka Park at the Las Vegas international 

Consumer Electronic Show. 

 

Source: French Tech Mission 
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4. The French Tech initiative, 
a public economic policy and a programme of concrete actions  

to support the development of the French startup ecosystem.  

Focus on the last two years action: 

1. Unite startups nationwide and structure their ecosystem 

 The French Tech label unites a community  

The French Tech label is the rallying flag of the French Tech community, uniting all those 

who work for or with a startup as proud members of the community. The pink origami 

cockerel stands for France and a quirky light-hearted approach to communication 

reflecting the vibrant ecosystem of young, dynamic, creative startups. It is a collective 

label embraced by startup entrepreneurs, investors, engineers, developers and staff 

proudly strutting the talent, drive and ambition of French startups in France and 

worldwide. 

The label’s uptake can be seen from its spontaneous spin-offs in French Tech 

ecosystems in the French regions and worldwide, with each shaping the emblem of its 

city, country or ecosystem in pink origami! 

 The French Tech Cities network set up nationwide 

- A huge response nationwide: 23 candidate territories and thousands of 

entrepreneurs committed to developing their local ecosystem. 

- 13 labelled French Tech Cities on board a structured national network. 

- 4 more territories identified as potential network members for their specialised 

sector excellence. They will soon be joined by others (call for bids underway) in 

national specialised networks. 
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2. Accelerate French startup growth 

 French Tech Acceleration Fund 

- €200 million (Invest for the Future Programme) for equity investment in startup 

accelerators. 

- 3 investment operations: Axeleo (April 2015), Usine IO (Sept. 2015), Breega 

Capital (Nov. 2015) and 20 projects under consideration. 

 French Tech Grants 

A fast-track programme (answer in one month) for grants awarded by Bpifrance to launch 

startup projects: 

2014: some 369 grants totalling €10 million 

2015: 655 grants totalling €17 million 
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 French Tech Pass 

Public operators (Bpifrance, Business France, French Export Credit Insurance Company 

(Coface), French Patent and Trademark Institute (INPI), Central Public Procurement 

Body (UGAP), Directorate General for Enterprise (DGE), French Tech Mission, etc.) have 

got together to offer a premium, streamlined service for fast-growing French startups.  

2014-2015 edition winners: 48 recipient startups  

 144% average growth in turnover (over the 2013-2014 financial year) 

 420% average growth in staff 

 325% average growth in export turnover   

 

 

3. Expand French startups worldwide 

 Funding for private projects by entrepreneurs seeking to 

promote French Tech internationally 

The best ambassadors for French Tech are … the entrepreneurs themselves! 

4 projects funded under the Invest for the Future Programme: French Tech Club 

@SXSW (Austin, March 2015), French Touch Conference (New York, June 2015), 

#ReviensLéon (June 2015) and French Founders NYC (New York, November 2015). 

 French Tech international promotional platform 

Business France has been awarded a subsidy of €12 million to conduct an international 

promotion and outreach programme to attract foreign entrepreneurs, talent and investors 

to France. 

A number of operations have already been conducted: CES International (Las Vegas, 

January 2015 and 2016), Mobile World Congress/4YFN (Barcelona, February 2015 and 

2016), SXSW (March 2015), Dublin Web Summit (November 2015) and Slush 

(November 2015). 
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 Paris French Tech Ticket 

Following the competition launched in May 2015, 1,372 candidates applied from over 

100 countries. The 50 winning entrepreneurs arrived in Paris to set up their startups 

in January 2016. www.frenchtechticket.paris 

 

 International Network of French Tech Hubs 

A global network of French or simply Francophile entrepreneurs and talent with overseas 

startups who set up networks of local French Tech communities: they are French Tech 

ambassadors in the country where they work, who open up their network and share their 

experience with French startups seeking to develop their business in the country. Eleven 

communities have been awarded the French Tech label to date. The coming months are 

expected to see a total of 20 communities set up. 

 

 

  

http://www.frenchtechticket.paris/
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5. Three new development tracks for the 

French Tech initiative in 2016-2017 

 Promote and scale up the volume of central and local government 

procurement from startups with a French Tech programme managed by 

the central public procurement body UGAP. 

 Network startups on the French Tech initiative and French industrial 

firms, starting with mid-tier companies, to speed up the digital 

transformation of these mid-tier companies. 

 Attract talent to the startups and expand the range of talent in the 

startup ecosystem, targeting especially foreign talent, women, talent from 

disadvantaged districts and young scientists from public research 

laboratories. 
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6. Presentation of the winning startups’ 

projects and founders 

AGRIVERSITY 
 Founders: Cynthia Pizarro (28 years old, Chile), Jorge Pizarro (35 years old, 

Chile) and Nathalie Morales (26 years old, Chile) 

 Host incubator: Numa 

 Project description: The first dedicated online farmer training platform. 

Users have access to tutorials, videos, online lessons and complete, certified 

courses of study supported by prestigious institutions. Businesses will also be 

able to offer their staff training and their customers expert consultancy. 

 Winner of the Agreen’Startup competition at the 2016 Paris International 

Agricultural Show. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://AGRIVERSITY.ORG 

BIFASOR 
 Founders: Rym Soussi (35 years old, France), Steven Jay Silverstein (35 years 

old, USA) and Zakaria Dabone (37 years old, Burkina Faso) 

 Host incubator: Paris Pionnières 

 Project description: Matchmaking platform for transport and logistics 

professionals in Africa.  

Logistics players (loaders, shippers, carriers, freight forwarders, cargo agents and 

warehouse operators) use the interface to build their network of partners and 

extend it beyond their borders, to work together and develop their customer base 

while increasing their visibility in the community. 

WEBSITE: WWW.BIFASOR.COM 
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BRAND PIT 
 Founders: May Yamaura (28 years old, Japan) and TT Chu (37 years old, China)  

 Host incubator: Numa 

 Project description: Image recognition technologies for better customer 

behaviour analysis.   

Brand Pit uses image recognition technologies to analyse photos on social media, 

giving brand managers more insight into customer behaviour and how consumers 

use their products. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://EN.BRAND-PIT.COM 

CHALLENGING SOLUTIONS 
 Founders: Astrid Collonnier (24 years old, France), Ekaterina Shukh (33 years old, 

USA) and Wesley Siebenthal (36 years old, USA)  

 Host incubator: Usine IO 

 Project description: Open-source smart mobility device to revolutionise 

wheelchair user accessibility worldwide. 

Challenging Solutions is developing an open-source smart mobility device to 

revolutionise wheelchair user accessibility worldwide. This compact mobility 

device is nothing like a classic wheelchair:  

 Adjustable height: from sitting to standing position, 

 Hybrid: manual (ideal for rehabilitation) and automatic, 

 Hands-free directional body control, 

 Interface control: to drive, measure data and connect the user. 

 

WEBSITE: HTTP://CHALLENGINGSOLUTIONS.COM 
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CHIFCO 
 Founders: Amine Chouaieb (31 years old, Tunisia) and Mehdi Karoui (31 years 

old, Tunisia)  

 Host incubator: 50 Partners 

 Project description: Control energy consumption in the home. 

Chifco has developed a box to measure and control home and home device energy 

consumption. 

WEBSITE: WWW.CHIFCO.COM 

COPHENOL 
 Founders: Emmanuel Thiéry (26 years old, France) and Mariana Bittencourt 

(31 years old, Brazil)  

 Host incubator: La Paillasse 

 Project description: A circular economy project to re-use agricultural waste based 

on a carbon negative process.  

Cophenol is developing a pyrolysis process to convert coffee waste into biochar 

(biocharcoal for agricultural use), a compound used mainly for soil restructuring 

and deacidification. It can also be used as a fertiliser when combined with other 

organic material. 

WEBSITE: WWW.COPHENOL.COM 

DYMOND CLEANTECH 
 Founders: Raphael Kiran (32 years old, India)  

 Host incubator: La Paillasse 

 Project description: Provide eco-innovative water treatment solutions using 

diamond electrodes and a “Made in France” technology. 

Dymond Cleantech is an eco-innovative electrochemical water treatment technique 

using superior quality diamond electrodes for effective water disinfection and 

purification. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://WWW.DYMONDCLEANTECH.COM 

  

http://www.chifco.com/
http://www.dymondcleantech.com/
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ELUM 
 Founders: Cyril Colin (26 years old, France) and Karim El Alami (26 years old, 

Morocco)  

 Host incubator: Construction & Energie – Impulse Partners 

 Project description: Local renewable energies for all.  

ELUM is a startup that uses smart technologies to reduce its customers’ electricity 

bills to help them transition to renewable energies. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://ELUM.STRIKINGLY.COM 

FARMINAL 
 Founders: Waleed Sorour (30 years old, Egypt)  

 Host incubator: Numa 

 Project description: Dairy farm control and management. 

Farminal is a dairy farm management solutions company with a focus on delivering 

niche complementary systems for large and medium dairy farms. The company’s 

core competitive advantage is image analysis for smart cow care. 

 Winner of the Agreen’Startup Coup de Coeur Award at the 2016 Paris 

International Agricultural Show 

WEBSITE: WWW.FARMINAL.COM 

FUELLING | IT’S TIME TO MOVE 
 Founders: Raul Cabanillas (31 years old, Argentina), Sam Leach (28 years old, 

United Kingdom) and Tomas Buedo (34 years old, France)  

 Host incubator: 50 Partners 

 Project description: An app for companies that encourages and rewards 

employees for their sportsmanship  

Fuelling is a simple, fun, customisable application for HR departments to reward 

their employees for their fitness efforts. “Do you want to innovate your company’s 

Wellness Programme? Talk to us.” 

WEBSITE: WWW.FUELLING.CLUB 

  

http://elum.strikingly.com/
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GAIUS AUTOMOTIVE 
 Founders: Brian Fan (37 years old, Canada) and Christian Jansen (45 years old, 

Canada)  

 Host incubator: Usine IO 

 Project description: A fleet of electric motorcycles for sustainable urban logistics. 

Gaius has answered the “Paris call” with pollution reduction and traffic 

decongestion. 

Gaius is currently concentrating on a fleet of electric motorcycles: three-wheel 

configurable vehicles specially designed for parcel delivery. 

WEBSITE: WWW.GAIUSAUTO.COM 

GUESSWORK 
 Founders: Boobesh Ramalingam (34 years old, India) and Mani Doraisamy 

(40 years old, India)  

 Host incubator: StartUp42 

 Project description: A product recommendation engine for first-time buyers on 

e-commerce sites. 

“We recommend products to first-time buyers on e-commerce sites to raise their 

conversion rates. We analyse a lead’s profile on the social networks and suggest 

the right product that matches their interest.” 

WEBSITE: HTTP://GUESSWORK.CO 

INFUTHE 
 Founders: Mike Liu YANG (30 years old, China) and Qian Yang (30 years old, 

China)  

 Host incubator: Paris&Co 

 Project description: Reinventing the art of tea with a revolutionary teabag.  

Infuthé creates and sells the best teabags on the market to lift the image of what is 

often seen as the lowly teabag and promote a new tea-drinking experience. 

“Our competitive advantages: 1. Unique lifestyle positioning; 2. A brand new 

product; 3. A description of product origin.” 

WEBSITE: UNDER CONSTRUCTION 
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INSPIRO 
 Founders: David Su (24 years old, USA) and Dominique Star (25 years old, USA)  

 Host incubator: 104factory 

 Project description: A mobile platform for artistic innovation and collaboration.  

WEBSITE: HTTP://WWW.INSPIRO.FR 

MESHUP 
 Founders: Borna Scognamiglio (29 years old, Italy), Francesco Travagli (29 years 

old, Italy) and Wissam Sammouri (30 years old, Lebanon)  

 Host incubator: Paris&Co 

 Project description: A career guidance application. 

“In France, nearly 30% of students drop out of higher education. MeshUp is a 

powerful data-mining solution for students who are struggling to find the right 

direction and career for them. MeshUp uses a special algorithm and GPS 

technology to show them the best career opportunities.”  

WEBSITE: WWW.MESHUP.FR 

MEVRY 
 Founders: Ngoc Chan Nguyen (34 years old, Vietnam), Ngoc Son HAN (33 years 

old, Vietnam) and Ngoc Trung Tran (31 years old, Vietnam)  

 Host incubator: StartUp42 

 Project description: Use your mobile phone to try on glasses anytime anywhere. 

MEVRY is based on a cutting-edge 3D real-time face-tracking technology using 

low-cost cameras in a secure client-server environment. We have developed a new 

type of CAPTCHA for man-machine recognition using natural facial movements. 

We are currently working on an online toolbox to try on clothing accessories (hats, 

glasses and earrings) and developing connected accessories for the future. 

WEBSITE: WWW.MEVRY.COM 
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PIN & TUCKER 
 Founders: Anthula Nunes (47 years old, Canada) and Tracie Wagman (46 years 

old, Canada)  

 Host incubator: Paris Pionnières 

 Project description: Pin & Tucker – your shopping partner: a simple, easy-to-use 

tool for an instant opinion from your community of friends when you’re shopping. 

Retailers and brands can also use our platform to guide and influence their 

customers at a key moment in the buying process to improve their in-shop 

conversion rate.  

WEBSITE: WWW.PINANDTUCKER.COM 

POLYWED 
 Founders: Andrey Temlyakov (27 years old, Russia)  

 Host incubator: 50Partners 

 Project description: Data-driven technology to raise fertility treatment success 

rates.  

Polywed is a data-driven technology that increases In Vitro Fertilisation (IVF) 

success rates. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://POLYWED.COM 

PRESSMATTIC 
 Founders: Md Muntasir Rashid (29 years old, Bangladesh) and Moin Uddin 

(27 years old, Bangladesh)  

 Host incubator: StartUp42 

 Project description: Software and application development made simple with 

Pressmattic.  

Pressmattic is transforming the WordPress content management system into a 

software and application development module. Pressmattic brings you easy SaaS, 

BaaS and web-based application development that costs up to 10 times less. 

Pressmattic sets your imagination free. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://PRESSMATTIC.COM 

  

http://pressmattic.com/
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Q-BOT 
 Founders: Mathew Holloway (37 years old, United Kingdom)  

 Host incubator: Construction & Energie – Impulse Partners 

 Project description: Robotic solutions for building and infrastructure inspection 

and insulation. 

Q-Bot develops robotic solutions for the built environment to improve existing 

capacities, create new services and open up huge market opportunities. Q-Bot 

robots are compact, powerful and able to work in dangerous environments. These 

smart tools can work remotely on jobs that would be difficult or very expensive for 

humans.  

WEBSITE: WWW.Q-BOT.CO 

SMASHRUN 
 Founders: Christopher Lukic (40 years old, USA) and Jacklyn Giron (30 years old, 

Philippines)  

 Host incubator: Paris Pionnières 

 Project description: Help keep joggers motivated and improve their performance.  

Smashrun uses data visualisation and big data analysis to help keep joggers 

motivated and improve their performance. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://SMASHRUN.COM 

TIMEJOY 
 Founders: Iuliia Kropacheva (34 years old, Russia), Elina Elek (USA) and Igor 

Dmitriev (28 years old, Russia)  

 Host incubator: Paris&Co 

 Project description: A unique combination of smart diary and personal assistant.  

TimeJoy is a smartphone app that improves productivity, a unique combination of 

smart diary and personal assistant to help overcommitted, overscheduled mobile 

professionals get to meetings on time and improve their productivity. 

WEBSITE: HTTP://TIMEJOY.CO 

  

http://timejoy.co/
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TRIDOM 
 Founders: Lior Aharoni (31 years old, Israel) and Yaron  Schwarcz (31 years old, 

Israel) 

 Host incubator: Construction & Energie – Impulse Partners 

 Project description: Tridom designs robots that build houses because we believe 

in a future where everyone can own their own home.   

Tridom develops robots that build high-quality, low-cost houses. Tridom is 

developing a multi-material 3D-printing robotic system to build reinforced concrete 

buildings autonomously, dramatically reducing costs. 

WEBSITE: WWW.TRIDOM.CO 

 

  

http://www.tridom.co/
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7. Government initiatives to promote 

entrepreneurship 

Promoting an entrepreneurial, risk-taking culture 

 The main residence of entrepreneurs is non-garnishable by law. 

 The tax rules for capital gains on disposals of securities have been reformed in 

favour of SMEs less than ten years old to encourage risk-taking via capital 

expenditure. 

 The 040 code in the Banque de France database has been deleted to help 

entrepreneurs bounce back from previous business failures. 

 A “student-entrepreneur” status has been created, alongside student hubs which 

focus on innovation, knowledge transfer and entrepreneurship.  

 A call for projects has been launched to develop an innovative and entrepreneurial 

culture (Invest for the Future Programme, €20m). 

Strengthening initiatives to support business founders and very 

small enterprises (VSEs) 

 Creation of a one-stop shop for business founders for all administrative 

procedures.  

 Introduction of an information service for government grants which came online on 

1 January 2015 on the Guichet entreprises website (guichet-entreprises.fr). 

 

Spotlight on… Streamlining administrative procedures 

325 streamlining initiatives have been introduced, including more 

flexible rules for prior authorisation and disclosure requirements for 

businesses, reduced accounting requirements for VSEs, withdrawal of 

the requirement to file Articles of Association twice, a fifty per cent 

reduction in fees for companies to register with the Trade and 

Companies Register, removal of the requirement to publish a legal 

notice corresponding to a sale or transfer of business assets, etc.. 

 

 New support scheme for creating or taking over businesses (NACRE) and a Social 

Cohesion Fund.  

 Creation of a suitable regulatory framework for crowdfunding. 

 Financial support from Bpifrance for entrepreneurs. 
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 Introduction and strengthening of the PEA-PME (share-savings plan for SMEs).  

 Maintenance of the wealth tax/income tax breaks for SMEs, with the focus 

switched to the youngest businesses. 

 Increased efforts to ensure compliance with payment deadlines, and greater 

transparency through the inclusion of a compliance indicator in management 

reports. 

 

Spotlight on… access to public procurement contracts: threshold for 

exemption from administrative procedures raised to €25K, fast-track 

enactment into national law of EU directives: annual sales 

requirement for candidates capped at twice the estimated contract 

value unless otherwise justified, a streamlined application process 

(application of the Tell-us-Once principle), writing into French law of 

the innovation partnership 

Support for innovative companies  

 Bpifrance innovation grants: €1.1bn in 2014 for startups, SMEs and mid-tier 

companies. 

 Bpifrance supports the development of venture capital, particularly through the 

Invest for the Future Programme: National Seed Fund, Multicap Croissance fund-

of-funds, sector funds (InnoBio, Ecotechnologies, Ambition numérique), joint-

investment funds in conjunction with the national Business Angels federation.  

 Protection of the R&D tax credit and widening of the tax base for SMEs (innovation 

tax credit).  

 Protection and bolstering of tax and social security contribution exemptions for 

startups. 

 Employee share ownership: easing of the rules for founding share subscription 

warrants (BSPCE), and more favourable tax treatment of performance shares. 

Creation of Agence France Entrepreneur 

President Hollande announced the creation of this Agency on 20 October 2015. With the 

help of the entire entrepreneurial ecosystem, it will improve the support given to 

entrepreneurs, especially in France’s most disadvantaged regions. 

A budget of €60m has been earmarked for the Agency, and an additional €50m will be 

available from the Invest for the Future Programme to provide company directors with the 

equity they need to carry out their projects. 
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Transfer/takeover of VSEs and SMEs 

 Ministers Emmanuel Macron and Martine Pinville have set up a steering committee 

to promote the transfer or takeover of VSEs and SMEs in France. 

 Development of vendor loans (payment of capital gains tax on disposals of VSEs in 

instalments over three years with no surcharge) and streamlining of procedures for 

the sale of business assets (reducing the lead time from five months to 125 days). 
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About our project sponsors 

The French Tech Mission 

French Tech is the name given to the French startup community united under a collective 

brand name. It is also an innovative government initiative in support of this ecosystem. 

Part of the Ministry for the Economy, Industry and Digital Affairs, the French Tech Mission 

is the team that steers and coordinates the measures taken as part of the French Tech 

initiative launched in January 2014. It focuses on three primary areas: uniting the 

ecosystem of French startups, speed up their growth and promote French Tech’s prestige 

on the international stage. The founding partners are the Directorate General for 

Enterprise, the Directorate General of the Treasury, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Caisse des Dépôts, Bpifrance, Business France, and the General Commission for 

Investment. 

Ville de Paris (Paris City Council) 

Ville de Paris aims to become the world’s leading city for innovation. Mayor Anne 

Hidalgo’s policies already include offering 130,000m² of office space to startups in Paris. 

She plans to continue rolling out these initiatives throughout her term of office. Paris is in 

an exceptional position, boasting a wealth of incubators, startups, major groups involved 

in Open Innovation programmes, a unique grouping of world-renowned research labs, 

universities and schools. As a result of numerous measures, including the Paris French 

Tech Ticket, Paris Landing Pack, twinning initiatives with major international cities and 

the “2016 Hacking” event held in Paris City Hall, Paris is making the most of a new 

generation of entrepreneurs, investors, engineers, and designers from Paris, other parts 

of France and abroad by opening the door to new talent and ideas from across the globe.  

Bpifrance 

Bpifrance, a subsidiary of Caisse des Dépôts and the French Government and a trusted 

partner of entrepreneurs, supports businesses from seed through to IPO phase, offering 

credit, guarantees and equity. In addition, Bpifrance provides advisory services and 

enhanced support for innovation, acquisitions and exports in partnership with Business 

France and Coface (French Export Credit Insurance Company). It also provides 

businesses with funding at each key growth stage, and adapts its offering to factor in 

regional requirements. On the strength of its 42 regional offices (90% of decisions are 

taken outside Paris), Bpifrance helps boost entrepreneurs’ competitiveness.  
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Paris&Co 

Paris&Co is the economic development and innovation agency for the City of Paris. It 

specialises in attracting investors and promoting innovation to create both jobs and added 

value for the city. Paris & Co identifies and attracts prospective international investors, 

helps promote the Paris business community abroad and contributes to the prestige of 

the innovation ecosystem of Greater Paris by providing incubators for startups, testing 

innovative solutions, staging startup events and putting startups in contact with major 

established corporations.  

Business France 

Business France is the agency established to promote the French economy’s 

international expansion. It has been tasked with fostering export growth, and with 

identifying and attracting international investors to France. 

It promotes France’s nationwide business image and investor appeal alongside that of its 

companies and regions. 

Founded on 1 January 2015 following a merger between Ubifrance and the Invest in 

France Agency, Business France boasts 1,500 staff members in France and 70 countries 

worldwide. The Agency works in conjunction with a network of public- and private-sector 

partners.  

Directorate General for Enterprise (DGE) 

Under the authority of the Minister for the Economy, Industry and Digital Affairs, the DGE 

is tasked with developing and implementing government policy for industry, the digital 

economy, tourism, commerce, craft industries and trades and services. Its 1,300 

members of staff work nationally and regionally via the Regional Directorate for 

Enterprises, Competition Policy, Consumer Affairs, Labour and Employment network 

(DIRECCTE) to promote business start-ups, growth, innovation and competitiveness for 

companies of all sizes in France and abroad 

 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development  

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development oversees France’s bilateral 

relations with foreign countries as well as its multilateral international relations. In Paris, it 

participates in strategies to boost France’s investor appeal and exports and lends its 

support to the French Tech initiative. Abroad, the global scope of its network of 

embassies and consulates – whose services in any given country handle not only 

consular and higher education, research, technical and scientific cooperation matters, but 
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also innovation, trade and investment – constitute a powerful tool for communication and 

spreading influence. This will allow France to identify and target high-potential candidates 

who may become recipients of the French Tech Ticket prize, as well as to promote the 

initiative and work to ensure its success. 

Ministry of the Interior 

The Ministry of the Interior devised a streamlined, fast-track procedure for issuing 

residence permits to project sponsors. This procedure will enable the winners of the 

French Tech Ticket competition to obtain their residence permit within a reasonable time 

after being selected at the end of 2015. This will allow them to join the programme in 

early 2016. 

 

PARTNER INCUBATORS AND ACCELERATORS 
 

50 Partners  

50 Partners provides support for startups, offering resources and expertise through an 

established network of seasoned entrepreneurs. The founders of Blablacar, LeBonCoin, 

Benchmark group, Delamaison, Netbooster and others offer support to between six and 

eight projects selected each year. Startups also are given mentoring, access to an 

ecosystem of partners, financing, office space and support for international 

development. Contact: Jérôme Masurel; contact@50partners.fr  

 

 

104factory is an incubator housed at CENTQUATRE-PARIS, the Parisian arts organisation 

and public cultural centre. It helps find opportunities for innovative projects in the 

artistic, cultural and creative industries. 

104factory offers: 

 A living lab for real-world testing of prototypes in interaction with various segments 

of the general public 

 An inspiring, international environment, in proximity to nearly 300 artistic teams-in-

residence from around the world who are eager to exchange and collaborate 

 Adapted support, including workspaces, customised coaching by experts in the seed 

stage, acceleration programmes, training in entrepreneurship and access to 

financing 

 A large, varied programme of events aimed at innovation ecosystem stakeholders, 

both French and foreign. 

Contact: Valérie Senghor, v.senghor@104.fr  tel: +33 1 53 35 50 76 cell: +33 6 46 43 65 
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The CONSTRUCTION & ENERGIE accelerator of Impulse Labs 
This accelerator seeks out highly innovative startups and hooks them up with major 

firms in the construction, real estate and energy sectors (Vinci, Bouygues Construction, 

Setec, Lafarge, Areva, Engie, ArcelorMittal) with an eye to getting their technologies to 

market more quickly, and offering innovative solutions to meet the challenges of the 

cities of tomorrow. 

Contact: Thibault Lecerf (thibault.lecerf@impulse-partners.com) – 130 rue de Lourmel, 

75015 Paris 

 

LA PAILLASSE 

La Paillasse is a next-generation, multicultural and cross-disciplinary incubator. It has 

numerous partnerships with the scientific community, and an on-site research and 

experimentation infrastructure. La Paillasse hosts a community of bio-inventors 

consisting of students, researchers, freelancers and startup founders. Its mission is to 

foster the development of scientific and technological curiosity, entrepreneurial spirit, 

the emergence of new sources of responsible economic development based on a mix of 

high technologies and frugal entrepreneurship. A significant share of La Paillasse's 

activities is devoted to open-source research. Its 750 m² premises houses a large 

community of creators and entrepreneurs, and gives them access to platforms, 

equipment, resources and the necessary support for their experimental projects. 

Contact: Hacene Lahreche 

 

NUMA 

NUMA is an accelerator for innovative stakeholders, be they startups, communities or 

organisations, both in Paris and around the world. Our offices are located at 39 rue du 

Caire, in Paris's 2nd district. Our doors are open to both professionals and the general 

public, Monday to Saturday from 9am to 10pm. 

Every year, we welcome more than 35,000 visitors and host some 800 events. Most of 

these are free and open to the general public; they address a wide variety of topics, 

tackling both exclusively digital themes as well as more cross-cutting subjects – culture, 

the arts, healthcare, fashion, the economy, ecology, education, the collaborative 

economy etc. 

Contact for the French Tech Ticket: Markowicz Aviva- aviva@numa.paris +33 6 73 32 92 
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Paris&Co 

Every year, Paris&Co provide support for some 200 startups via 20 different 

programmes at nine sites across Paris. These programmes have been designed in 

partnership with more than 30 major firms and focus on key sectors. They include the 

Welcome City Lab (tourism), Le Tremplin (sports), Nord Express (smart cities), Boucicaut 

mailto:thibault.lecerf@impulse-partners.com
mailto:aviva@numa.paris
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(e-healthcare) and Le Labo de l’édition (publishing). Paris&Co helps early-phase startups 

accelerate their growth via expertise and more than 150 group sessions per year. 

Contact: Anne Gousset, incubateurs@parisandco.com 

 

Paris Pionnières is an incubator and the leading such organisation helping women 

entrepreneurs: we have supported some 200 startups with a sustainability rate of 85%. 

Since we opened shop in 2005, our model has expanded overseas, thanks to a network 

of Pionnières incubators in Morocco, Belgium and Luxembourg. Contact: Christine 

Roqueplo, croqueplo@parispionnieres.org 

 

Starburst Accelerator 

Starburst Accelerator is the world's number one accelerator for aerospace startups. Its 

Paris offices cover Europe, while its offices in Los Angeles cover the United States. 

Starburst Accelerator accompanies startups from the project development phase 

through to signing contracts, and helps them grow their business with the major firms in 

the aerospace sector. Its key partners are Airbus, Safran, Thales, Air France Industrie, 

Hutchinson and Panasonic.  

Contact: Thibault Lecerf (thibault.lecerf@impulse-partners.com)  

 

StartUp42 by EPITA 

StartUp42 is a tech accelerator founded by the computer science graduate school EPITA. 

It is open to all, free, and does not take a share in companies' capital. StartUp42 enables 

early-stage projects that have at least one founder to go from idea to prototype 

culminating in a valid business model in just four months. Launched in January 2013, 

StartUp42 has already accelerated 36 startups, 31 of which are still in business, which 

generated a combined turnover of €1.8 million in 2014, and raised more than 

€2.5 million in funding. 

 

Usine IO  

Usine IO is an innovation and hardware prototyping platform. With a subscription-based 

business model for entrepreneurs, SMEs and major firms, Usine IO provides shared 

access to fully equipped workshops for machining, prototyping, metrics and testing in 

Paris's 13th district. It also provides professional accompaniment thanks to its team of 

full-time experts and an extensive network of subcontractors and suppliers. Since it was 

launched in October 2014, Usine IO has hosted more than 350 members, and supported 

the design phase of 250 electronic, design or mechanical projects. 

To learn more: www.usine.io  / @usineio / Newsletter 

  

https://www.venus.finances.gouv.fr/owa/,DanaInfo=cas.finances.gouv.fr,SSL+redir.aspx?SURL=xMnRbVmNglLAEdeqfNuJ-pJe1La1PHNOqpFKM_UadTJCZ_z87mDSCG0AYQBpAGwAdABvADoAaQBuAGMAdQBiAGEAdABlAHUAcgBzAEAAcABhAHIAaQBzAGEAbgBkAGMAbwAuAGMAbwBtAA..&URL=mailto%3aincubateurs%40parisandco.com
mailto:croqueplo@parispionnieres.org
mailto:thibault.lecerf@impulse-partners.com
http://www.usine.io/
http://www.twitter.com/usineio
http://eepurl.com/4Ryy9
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